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Getting from Athens International Airport "Eleftherios Venizelos" to
Royal Olympic Hotel (Conference Venue): 28-34, Athanasiou Diakou Str. 117 43, Athens

Option A): By METRO

From outside the “Arrivals” follow the signs for the Metro terminal. Your itinerary is “AirportEgaleo” (Line 3, blue) and you step off at “Syntagma”, where you change form Line 3 to Line 2
(red line) with direction to “Aghios Dimitrios - Alexandros Panagoulis”. You step off at
“Akropoli” station. The venue is just 3 minutes walking from “Akropolis” metro station.
Single ticket costs €6 per person (return airport ticket costs €10).
Trip Duration: around 40-50 minutes.
Note that the first itinerary from the Airport to the centre of the city is at 06:35 and the last one
at 23:35.

Option B): By Bus

You can take the DIRECT BUS LINE X95: X95 Syntagma - Athens International Airport
(average travelling time 70’) outside "Arrivals". This line connects the airport with Syntagma
square in the city center from where you can take the metro (option A above), Line 2 (red line)
with direction to “Aghios Dimitrios - Alexandros Panagoulis”. You step off at “Akropoli” station.
The venue is just 3 minutes walking from “Akropolis” metro station. If you don’t mind walking,
the distance from Syntagma square to the Venue is about 15 minutes.
The Bus Line X95 runs every 15-20 min (depending on the time of the day) on a 24 hours
service.
The cost of the bus ticket is € 3.20 per person for one-way trip and you can buy it either from
the drivers of the airport buses or from all blue/yellow ticket offices. Depending on the traffic it
can take up to one hour / one hour and a half to reach your destination.

Option C): By Taxi

You can take a taxi just outside the "Arrivals". To reach your hotel it will cost you about €40-50
during daytime, depending on the time and the traffic. Extra charges apply after midnight and
for each piece of luggage carried. Trip time varies from 1 up to 1 1/2 hours depending on
traffic.

Getting from Athens International Airport "Eleftherios Venizelos" to
BEST WESTERN ESPERIA PALACE HOTEL: 22 Stadiou Str. 105 64 Athens

Option A): By METRO
From outside the “Arrivals” follow the signs for the Metro terminal. Your itinerary is “AirportEgaleo” (Line 3, blue) and you step off at “Syntagma”, where you change form Line 3 to Line 2
(red line) with direction to “Ag. Antonios”. You step off at “Panepistimio” station. Your hotel is
only 50m from the station.
Single ticket costs €6 per person (return airport ticket costs €10).
Trip Duration: around 40-50 minutes. Note that the first itinerary from the Airport to the centre
of the city is at 06:35 and the last one at 23:35.

Option B): By Bus
You can take the DIRECT BUS LINE X95: X95 Syntagma - Athens International Airport
(average travelling time 70’) outside the "Arrivals". This line connects the airport with
Syntagma square in the city center from where you can take the metro (option A above), Line 2
(red line) with direction to “Ag. Antonios”. You step off at “Panepistimio” station. Your hotel is
only 50m from the station.
The Bus Line X95 runs every 15-20 min (depending on the time of the day) on a 24 hours
service.
The cost of the bus ticket is € 3.20 per person for one-way trip and you can buy it either from
the drivers of the airport buses or from all blue/yellow ticket offices. Depending on the traffic it
can take up to one hour / one hour and a half to reach your destination.

Option C): By Taxi
You can take a taxi just outside the "Arrivals". To reach your hotel it will cost you about €40-50
during daytime, depending on the time and the traffic. Extra charges apply after midnight and
for each piece of luggage carried. Trip time varies from 1 up to 1 1/2 hours depending on
traffic.

Getting from Athens International Airport "Eleftherios Venizelos"
Acropolis Select Hotel:37-39 Falirou str. 117 42, Athens

Option A): By METRO
From outside the “Arrivals” follow the signs for the Metro terminal. Your itinerary is “AirportEgaleo” (Line 3, blue) and you step off at “Syntagma”, where you change form Line 3 to Line 2
(red line) with direction to “Aghios Dimitrios - Alexandros Panagoulis”. You step off at
“Akropoli” station. Your hotel is about 8 minutes walking from “Akropolis” metro station.
Single ticket costs €6 per person (return airport ticket costs €10).
Trip Duration: around 40-50 minutes. Note that the first itinerary from the Airport to the centre
of the city is at 06:35 and the last one at 23:35.

Option B): By Bus
You can take the DIRECT BUS LINE X95: X95 Syntagma - Athens International Airport
(average travelling time 70’) outside the "Arrivals". This line connects the airport with
Syntagma square in the city center from where you can take the metro (option A above), Line 2
(red line) with direction to “Aghios Dimitrios - Alexandros Panagoulis”. You step off at
“Akropoli” station. Your hotel is about 8 minutes walking from “Akropolis” metro station.
The Bus Line X95 runs every 15-20 min (depending on the time of the day) on a 24 hours
service. The cost of the bus ticket is € 3.20 per person for one-way trip and you can buy it
either from the drivers of the airport buses or from all blue/yellow ticket offices. Depending on
the traffic it can take up to one hour / one hour and a half to reach your destination.

Option C): By Taxi
You can take a taxi just outside the "Arrivals". To reach your hotel it will cost you about €40-50
during daytime, depending on the time and the traffic. Extra charges apply after midnight and
for each piece of luggage carried. Trip time varies from 1 up to 1 1/2 hours depending on
traffic.

USEFUL LINKS:
AIRPORT:
www.aia.gr
BUS:
http://www.oasa.gr/index.asp?lang=en
http://www.amel.gr/index.php?id=363&L=1 - WEATHER: http://www.ntua.gr/weather/
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